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I have been asked by a number of customers to forecast the corrugated market for the end 
of 2010 and 2011. After doing some research and with the help of a newly published 
forecast from the Fisher International Inc. consulting firm, I can share the following 
information.

We have an interesting new playing field among linerboard producers.  This year we have 
just five companies producing 72% of the North American containerboard.  In 1996 the top 5 
companies produced 41.5%, the top 10 – 64.7%.  This has arguably created an oligopoly 
that will be difficult to deal with at the box users’ level.

“There’s no question that the (containerboard) market is in great shape now”, states Fisher 
Int’l.  It is because, thanks to the U.S. “black liquor” subsidies, containerboard producers 
have not only made hundreds of millions of dollars for just manufacturing paper, but also 
gained a cost advantage over the international market.  This ended  in December of 2009 
and now there is a rush to gain back that lost “free money” through price increases.

Some have felt that exports might be driving prices up, but exports, according to Fisher Int’l, 
are insignificant representing only about 10% of North America’s capacity.  Increased costs 
and the want of more profit are the driving forces behind what we’ve experienced so far this 
year.  

Here’s what I see…There is currently an announced  $60 / ton price increase slated for 
around September 1, equating to a 6-8% price increase in corrugated boxes.  This has a 
very strong chance of holding and I would budget it for the 4th quarter of 2010. 
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From here prices will be subject to new government policies, international exchange rates, 
new containerboard capacity, and increased operating costs. In other words, I don’t 
believe supply and demand will be the main drivers of the market.  

In 1985 the containerboard industry pushed through three price increases in one year.  The 
result was a push back from box users that drove the price per ton to the lowest in 
history.  I’m not saying that this will happen, but I believe we will see a reduction in prices 
in the year 2011.  This reduction will most likely remain static for a couple of years.  My 
belief is that in 2013 we will again see the prices climb eventually reaching the 2010 level.  
With this in mind, for budgetary purposes, if you wish to remain conservative, I would list 
corrugated costs as flat for 2011.  If you want to be a little more adventurous, you might 
try a reduction of 4-6%.

So that’s it, my prediction. I hope this is a help to you. If you go to my website and look back 
through my forecast editions, you’ll see that I haven’t been too far off.  Yet I must say I am
not one that can actually see the future, so please use my forecast as just one of many 
sources of information you need to make good budgetary decisions.

Thank you,  

Steve Holloway
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